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Abstract. The concept that open magnetic flux of the Sun
(rooted with one and only one footpoint at the Sun) is a con-
served quantity is taking root in the heliospheric community.
Observations show that the Sun’s open magnetic flux returns
to the baseline from one solar minimum to the next. The tem-
porary enhancement in the 1 AU heliospheric magnetic flux
near solar maximum can be accounted for by the temporary
creation of closed magnetic flux (with two footpoints at the
Sun) during the ejection of coronal mass ejections (CMEs),
which are more frequent near solar maximum. As a part of
the International Heliophysical Year activities, this paper re-
views two recently discussed consequences of open flux con-
servation: the reversal of open magnetic flux over the solar
cycle driven by Coronal Mass Ejections and the impacts of
open flux conservation on the global structure of the helio-
spheric magnetic field. These studies demonstrate the inher-
ent linkages between coronal mass ejections, footpoint mo-
tions back at the Sun, and the global structure and evolution
of the heliospheric magnetic field.
1 Introduction
The sun’s differential rotation and the related internal so-
lar dynamo result in the Sun’s solar cycle evolution (Bab-
cock, 1961; Leighton, 1969). Magnetic flux emerges at mid-
latitudes carrying the helicity generated by the differential
shear over the previous solar cycle. This polarity of the
emerging field opposes the dominant polarity of large-scale
solar magnetic field. Eventually, the emergence of new mag-
netic flux brings about the polarity reversal of the large-scale
solar magnetic field (e.g. Schrijver et al., 2002; Wang et al.,
2002, and references therein).
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The heliosphere’s open magnetic field also undergoes the
reversal seen in the large-scale solar magnetic field. How-
ever, the solar magnetic field reversal and the heliospheric
magnetic field reversal appear manifestly different. The so-
lar magnetic field reversal occurs through a complex process
where the polar coronal holes are broken up in the rising
phase of the solar cycle and smaller coronal holes appear at
all latitudes during solar maximum. In the declining phase
of solar activity, coronal holes are gradually assembled near
the poles, although their dominant polarity opposes that of
the previous solar minimum. In contrast, the heliosphere’s
magnetic field reversal is much more organized, appearing
almost as a large-scale rotation (Smith et al., 2000; Smith
and Balogh, 2003; Jones et al., 2003).
Important questions are how the reversal of the solar mag-
netic field controls the Sun’s open magnetic field, and what
are the global impacts of differential rotation on the helio-
spheric magnetic field. As a part of International Heliophys-
ical Year activities, this paper reviews recent work showing
the interplay between solar dynamics (differential rotation,
and CMEs) and the structure and evolution of the open mag-
netic flux of the heliosphere.
As detailed in Sect. 2, CMEs may play an important role
in causing the open field reversal. The interchange reconnec-
tion process envisioned by Fisk and Schwadron (2001) in-
volved the interaction of coronal loops and open field lines.
This is similar in some respects to the interactions between
open field lines and the very large scale closed loops drawn
out by CMEs. The open field lines eventually interchange
reconnect with the large CME loops, causing large displace-
ments in the footpoints of open field lines.
In Sect. 3, we discuss the impacts of footpoint motion
on the Sun for the large-scale structure of the heliospheric
magnetic field. In particular, during most of the solar cycle
(∼ 9 of 11 years) when the Sun has large polar coronal holes,
footpoint motions lead to magnetic connections of the open
magnetic flux between low latitudes (with slow wind) and
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high latitudes (with fast wind). The latitudinal transitions
between slow and fast wind (between low and high latitudes)
form interaction bands in the outer heliosphere and generate
a distorted configuration in the open field (called ‘FALTS’).
The impact of this large-scale magnetic structure on ener-
getic particles and cosmic rays is not yet understood.
2 The CME model for field reversal
Beyond the Alfve´n point (∼ 15R⊙), the supersonic solar
wind drags out its embedded magnetic field, and informa-
tion cannot flow back to the Sun. Therefore, kinks, braids,
turbulence, and all other non-radial field components flow
outward, away from the Sun beyond the Alfve´n point. Fun-
damentally then, the reorientation of the Sun’s open mag-
netic field must occur inside the Alfve´n point, and then infor-
mation about the reorientation flows outward with the solar
wind.
The traditional answer to the question of how the open
field reverses is that the Sun sheds its open flux from one
solar minimum to the next and reconstitutes itself with new
open flux of the reversed polarity. In a sense, the process
affecting open and closed flux would be the same. This is
essentially the view espoused by Wang and Sheeley (2003),
who used potential field solutions to show how the emerging
dipoles cause closed coronal loops to rise and destroy old
open magnetic flux or create new open magnetic flux.
A fundamentally different approach to the problem was
proposed by Fisk and Schwadron (2001). They argued that
open magnetic flux should be considered a conserved quan-
tity. The migration of open magnetic flux, which amounts
to a massive rotation of open flux, occurs through the pro-
cess of media diffusion involving reconnection between open
magnetic field lines and a large underlying medium of closed
loops. In each reconnection event between an open field line
and a closed coronal loop, the footpoint of the open magnetic
field line is interchanged with the footpoint on one side of the
loop – thus termed interchange reconnection (Crooker et al.,
2002). The interchange reconnection process itself conserves
the net amount of open magnetic flux. Therefore, in this sce-
nario the Sun does not shed its open magnetic flux from the
previous solar cycle. The reversal of the open field should
then be thought of as a reconfiguration of the open magnetic
flux.
The two views of open field reversal differ fundamentally
in one respect. If open magnetic flux is a conserved quantity
as suggested by Fisk and Schwadron (2001), then we should
see the return to the same interplanetary field strengths from
one solar minimum to the next. In fact, heliospheric flux
is observed to return to the same value each solar minimum
(e.g. Arge et al., 2002), which is direct evidence for open
flux conservation over the solar cycle. If the open flux is not
conserved throughout the solar cycle, then open-flux creation
must exactly balance open-flux destruction (i.e. disconnec-
tion), by some unknown mechanism.
One of the trends that appears to contradict open flux con-
servation is the apparent increase (approximate doubling) of
interplanetary field strengths near solar maximum. How-
ever, Owens and Crooker (2006) demonstrated that CMEs
introduce new closed flux into the heliosphere, which sub-
sequently opens through interchange reconnection over long
timescales (∼ 40− 50 days). In this scenario open magnetic
flux is not destroyed or created. Instead because CMEs are
released much more frequently near solar maximum (∼ 3
CMEs per day), they raise the level of transient closed flux,
which in turn raises the interplanetary field strengths. In the
return to solar minimum, the frequency of CMEs drops sig-
nificantly, and the majority of interplanetary magnetic flux
is open flux. Therefore, if open flux is conserved, there is
a minimum baseline of interplanetary field strengths that is
approached near solar minimum. Near solar maximum, the
temporary addition of closed flux by CMEs raises the inter-
planetary field strengths.
There is observational evidence that CMEs play an impor-
tant role in the the Sun’s open field reversal. Gopalswamy
et al. (2003) noted that the cessation of high latitude CMEs
corresponded to the end the polar field reversal. Low (2004)
suggested that coronal mass ejections remove old open so-
lar flux from the corona, making way for the replacement by
new open flux of opposite polarity.
We outline here a model that was recently discussed by
Owens et al. (2007) in which CMEs drive the heliospheric
magnetic field reversal. The model makes one key assump-
tion. The total open flux of the Sun is conserved over the
solar cycle. However, the total flux on a given sphere in-
creases near solar maximum as CMEs temporarily add closed
flux, as described by Owens and Crooker (2006). This new
closed flux eventually (on a ∼ 40− 50 day timescale) opens
via interchange reconnection with open field lines below the
Alfve´n point.
CME’s have a dominant polarity that opposes the aver-
age open flux polarity of the large-scale field. Therefore,
when the added CME flux opens, the interchange reconnec-
tion process moves open magnetic flux toward a new config-
uration. In particular, the interchange reconnection process
moves magnetic flux toward a reversal of the open field po-
larity. We emphasize that the reversal process does not occur
through a single event, but rather through progression of in-
terchange reconnection events associated with and driven by
individual CMEs.
Figure 1 illustrates our scenario for the topological evo-
lution of the solar magnetic field as a result of the steps of
interchange reconnection between open magnetic flux and
CMEs. Horizontal rows of the figure follow in sequence
from the top of the page. Light red (blue) shaded regions
are negative (positive) polarity coronal holes (CHs), and red
(blue) lines are the inward (outward) magnetic field lines. In
the top row, the black lines show the magnetic field associ-
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Fig. 1. A sketch of the topological evolution of the solar magnetic field. Black dashed lines show a heliocentric distance past which field
lines are considered “open” to the heliosphere. Light red (blue) shaded regions are negative (positive) polarity coronal holes (CHs), whereas
red (blue) lines are the associated inward (outward) magnetic field lines. Black lines show the closed CME loops, with the red (blue) circles
showing the negative (positive) polarity CME footpoints. Negative (positive) open flux that has interchange reconnected to produce closed
loops is shown as white regions with red (blue) outlines. See the main text for description. This figure is from Owens et al. (2007).
ated with a CME. As the CME lifts off, it temporarily adds
magnetic flux (second panel from the left). Eventually this
magnetic flux interchange reconnects (third panel from left),
which then creates latitudinal extensions of the coronal holes
(fourth panel from left) due to the forced migration of open
magnetic flux from within the coronal hole. We stress the
importance of the CME polarity, which opposes the average
open field polarity and upon interchange reconnection forces
open magnetic flux out of the coronal hole.
The process of open field evolution and migration follow-
ing interchange reconnection with CMEs continues through-
out the solar cycle as illustrated in the subsequent rows of
Fig. 1. The first row of the Figure shows the migration
in the beginning stages of increased solar activity (the rise
phase). In the second row (the pre-reversal phase) the Sun is
closer to solar maximum and the continued forcing by CME-
induced interchange reconnection leads to the development
of ever greater extensions of coronal hole boundaries. At
some point, the organization of polar coronal holes is re-
placed by a series of coronal holes spread unevenly about the
Sun. The third row shows the Sun as it moves past solar max-
imum (the post-reversal phase) and the continued forcing by
CMEs leads to new polar coronal holes with reversed polarity
(compared to the previous solar minimum). In the final row
(the declining phase), solar activity quiets, the Sun moves
into a new solar minimum and completes the large-scale field
reversal. Throughout the reversal, the polarity of CMEs on
average opposes the open field polarity of the previous solar
minimum. The solar cycle shown is analogous to cycle 22,
with the start of the cycle characterized by negative open flux
from the north pole of the Sun. Following Bothmer and Rust
(1997), Bothmer and Schwenn (1998), and Rees and Forsyth
(2003), northern (southern) hemisphere CMEs have a nega-
tive (positive) leading footpoint, which is positioned closer to
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the equator than the trailing footpoint throughout the whole
cycle.
With the open flux conservation assumption, there are two
key requirements that must be fulfilled for CMEs to achieve
the open field reversal
– CMEs have a dominant polarity that opposes the aver-
age open flux polarity of the previous solar minimum.
This requirement is consistent with in-ecliptic obser-
vations. Bothmer and Rust (1997) and Bothmer and
Schwenn (1998) found that the magnetic field polari-
ties of filaments and associated magnetic clouds obey a
trend similar to the Hale law for sunspot polarity (Hale
and Nicholson, 1925). The polarity of the leading (in
the sense of solar rotation), lower latitude sunspot is de-
termined by the dominant hemispheric polarity at the
start of the solar cycle. The Hale cycle for CME foot-
points is supported by Ulysses observations of mag-
netic clouds over solar cycle 23 (Rees and Forsyth,
2003). When coupled with the assumption of conserved
open flux, repeated CME eruption and subsequent inter-
change reconnection lead to a net latitudinal transport of
open solar flux.
– The second requirement is that the latitudinal separation
of CME footpoints is large enough to reverse the open
field through repeated CME ejection.
To quantify the second requirement, it is necessary to
estimate the magnetic flux carried out by a typical ICME
(φCME), which is loosely constrained observationally (e.g.
Lynch et al., 2005). It is instructive to investigate what fur-
ther limitations can be placed on φCME based on the evolution
of the open flux over the solar cycle.
Given open flux conservation, which we have assumed,
the change in heliospheric unsigned flux over the solar cy-
cle is given by ∼ 4πR2|1B|/
√
2, where R is 1 AU and
|1B| is the difference in the magnetic field intensity at
1 AU between solar minimum and maximum, observed to
be ∼ 3 nT (e.g. Owens and Crooker, 2006). We also take
an average 45◦ Parker spiral angle at 1 AU. Thus the solar
cycle flux increases by 18∼ 6× 1014 Wb, which we as-
sume is due to the temporary addition of closed ICME flux.
At solar minimum |B| ∼ 5 nT, suggesting that the net open
flux is 80 ∼ 1× 1015 Wb (Smith, 1993; Bieber and Rust,
1995; Smith and Phillips, 1997). Counterstreaming electrons
(CSEs) are indicators of closed heliospheric magnetic flux
(Gosling et al., 1987). As CSEs are routinely seen within
magnetic clouds at 5 AU (e.g. Riley et al., 2004; Crooker
et al., 2004), and typical ICME speeds are ∼ 450 km/s, the
minimum time for ICME flux opening must be ∼ 20 days.
For typical CME rates of 3 per day (Yashiro et al., 2004) this
allows at least NCME = 60 CMEs to contribute to the tempo-
rary closed flux from ICMEs at any one instant on average.
Hence the maximum value of Interplanetary CME (ICME)
axial flux is φCME =18/(2NCME)∼ 5× 1012 Wb. Note that
an individual ICME contributes twice its flux to the open
flux since the closed field lines are tied to the Sun at both
ends. Further, a fraction of χix ∼ 50% of the CME flux opens
shortly after the CME leaves the Sun. The maximum value
of axial CME flux (∼ 5× 1012) is in rough agreement with
the observational estimate of φCME = 1.5× 1012 Wb, based
on fits to magnetic cloud observations at 1 AU (Lynch et al.,
2005) (the average axial CME flux ejected from the Sun is
3× 1012). After interchange reconnection with a CME, a
quantity of open flux equal, on average, to the axial CME
flux (φCME/χix) moves by an angular distance equal to the
latitudinal separation of the CME footpoints, 〈1θ〉. There-
fore, the open field reversal requiresNcycle CMEs with Hale’s
law helicities, where
Ncycle =
80χix
φCME
180◦
〈1θ〉 (1)
Using the maximum estimate of the average CME
flux of φCME = 5× 1013 Wb, with 80 = 1× 1015 Wb,
fCME = 3 day−1, and χix = 50%, the observed solar cycle
length of τcycle = 11 years (where Ncycle = τcyclefCME) can
be brought about as long as the latitudinal CME footpoint
separation is 〈1θ〉∼ 1.5◦. With the magnetic flux estimate
of φCME = 1.5× 1012 Wb (Lynch et al., 2005), we find a
somewhat larger latitudinal separation of CME footpoints of
〈1θ〉∼ 5◦.
3 The Field Configurations of the Heliosphere’s
Interaction Bands
In the previous section, we discussed the evolution of the
large-scale heliospheric magnetic field and its reversal as the
result of interchange reconnection driven by CMEs. In this
section, we focus instead on the the field configurations of the
outer heliosphere driven by the smaller scale processes (dif-
ferential rotation and interchange reconnection with loops)
that lead to footpoint motion back at the Sun.
Prior to the introduction of footpoint motion by Fisk
(1996), for many years it had been assumed that footpoints
of the Sun’s open magnetic field lines move bodily with the
Sun1. This assumption led Parker (1958) to the following ex-
pression for the structure of the heliospheric magnetic field:
Bp = Bss
(
Rss
r
)2 (
eˆr −
⊙r sin θ
V
eˆφ
)
(2)
Here eˆr is the radial direction, r is the heliocentric radius, eˆφ
is the azimuthal direction, θ is the co-latitude, V is the solar
wind speed, Rss is the radius of the source surface (Schatten
et al., 1969) where the solar wind flow becomes entirely ra-
1Here, open magnetic field lines are defined as the field lines that
extend from the Sun out through the heliosphere, and may be differ-
entiated from the Sun’s closed structures such as coronal loops. The
footpoint of an open magnetic field line is the point of intersection
of the solar surface with the field line.
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Fig. 2. The three dimensional configurations of the magnetic fields in the distant interaction bands are indicated in the lower panels by
black lines. The left (right) lower panel applies for footpoint motions from fast (slow) wind into the slow (fast) solar wind. The streamline
in slow wind is indicated by the red curve, and the streamline in fast wind is indicated by the blue curve. The upper panel indicates the
sense of footpoint motions and solar wind speeds measured by Ulysses as a function of latitude observed in 1995 and 1996. The field lines
were drawn in this figure for |ωθ | = 0.15s , for an interaction region between a latitude λs = 15◦ and λf = 35◦, and for solar wind speeds
between 450 km/s and 750 km/s.
dial, Bss is the field strength at that source surface, and ⊙
is the Sun’s equatorial rotation rate.
Fisk (1996) pointed out that the Sun’s open magnetic field
footpoints should not rotate bodily with the Sun. Coronal
holes, which are the source regions of fast solar wind, are ob-
served to rotate bodily with the Sun over many solar rotations
(e.g. Bird and Edenhofer, 1990), but the parcels of plasma
on the solar surface are seen to rotate differentially through
the coronal hole region (e.g. Snodgrass, 1983). This led to
the concept of magnetic footpoint motion on the Sun (Nash
et al., 1988). The footpoints of open magnetic field lines are
dragged by the differentially rotating plasma into, through
and ultimately out of coronal holes. Fisk et al. (1999) and
Fisk and Schwadron (2001) argued that the open magnetic
field footpoints of the Sun execute a global circulation pat-
tern where footpoint motions are driven by differential mo-
tion within coronal holes and sustained by reconnection be-
tween open magnetic field lines and large coronal loops be-
yond coronal hole boundaries.
Footpoint motions on the Sun coupled with large-scale so-
lar wind speed variations as a function of heliolatitude in
the outer heliosphere form highly distorted field structures
that have increased radial field components, providing rela-
tively low-speed ions with the ability to move back upstream
in the solar wind (Schwadron and McComas, 2003). These
“Favored Acceleration Locations at the Termination Shock”
(FALTS) shown in Fig. 2 allow for relatively low energy
injection, and thus higher efficiency for injecting ions into
diffusive shock acceleration at the Termination Shock (TS).
We discuss here further implications of these distorted field
structures, particularly in the context of recent Voyager 1 ob-
servations indicating possible passage beyond the TS (Krim-
igis et al., 2003).
FALTS are a product of footpoint motions on the Sun and
the shearing by the solar wind in a latitudinal band where
the tilt of the heliomagnetic axis with respect to the Sun’s
rotation axis sets up a varying pattern of fast and slow solar
wind (Burlaga, 1974; Hundhausen and Burlaga, 1975; Sis-
coe, 1976; Gosling et al., 1978; Pizzo, 1989). Over much of
the solar cycle, excluding periods of very high solar activ-
ity, slow solar wind is emitted at low latitudes and fast wind
is emitted at higher latitudes. The top central polar plot in
Fig. 2 shows the solar wind speed observed by Ulysses as a
function of latitude in 1995 and 1996. Interaction regions
shown in gray form over the range of heliolatitudes where
both fast and slow wind are emitted. As these streams propa-
gate outward, the fast wind overtakes the slow wind, forming
compression regions and, typically within 2-3 AU of the Sun,
co-rotating shocks; these structures are called co-rotating in-
teraction regions or CIRs. During 1996, for example, inter-
action regions containing CIRs extended from about 10◦ to
30◦ latitude (McComas et al., 2000a).
As the CIRs move into the outer heliosphere, the fast and
slow streams continue to interact until their speed differences
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wear down, resulting in the formation of large-scale bands of
intermediate speeds, referred to here as “interaction bands”.
The speed in these interaction bands should change relatively
smoothly from slow at the low latitude boundary to fast at the
high-latitude boundary. This monotonic transition in speed is
expected since fast wind is emitted over a larger fraction of
the rotation in the higher latitude segments of the interaction
band.
For a simple model of the magnetic field in the interaction
bands of the outer heliosphere that includes footpoint mo-
tions on the Sun, Schwadron and McComas (2003) take a
solar wind speed V in the outer heliosphere that has a depen-
dence on co-latitude θ , V =V (θ). Consider then the mag-
netic field in the interaction band that results if footpoint mo-
tions on the Sun are present. On the source surface, in a
frame rotating with the Sun at the equatorial rotation rate, we
denote the footpoint velocity,
u⊥ = Rssωθ eˆθ + Rssωφ sin θ eˆφ (3)
and assert ∇ · u⊥= 0 so that steady state solutions may be
found. Notably, we have not placed restrictions on the (θ, φ)
dependence of u⊥. A general solution for the magnetic field
in the interaction band (and in the co-rotating frame) is
B = Bss
R2ss
r2
[(
1 − rωθ
V 2
∂V
∂θ
)
eˆr −
rωθ
V
eˆθ
− (⊙ + ωφ)r sin θ
V
eˆφ
]
. (4)
The lower left and right curves in Fig. 2 show the magnetic
field structure in FALTS. The left (right) plot shows the con-
figuration for footpoints on one side of the coronal hole that
move from inside (outside) to outside (inside) the coronal
hole.
Parametric curves for the field lines in the interaction
bands are discussed here. These parametric curves describe
the radial and azimuthal position (rB , φB) along the field line
in the co-rotating frame as a function of co-latitude:
rB(θ) = V (θ)
r1
V1
− V (θ)θ − θ1
ωθ
(5)
φB(θ) = φ1 + (⊙ + ωφ)
θ − θ1
ωθ
. (6)
The initial positions at co-latitude θ1 are (r1, φ1). To achieve
these solutions, we have assumed that ωθ is constant. Thus,
the solution provides a reasonable approximation over a lim-
ited region of source longitudes (< 90◦) in the co-rotating
frame. We may now solve for the distance s to the termina-
tion shock (TS) along a given field line, as shown in Fig. 3.
Despite the considerably shorter distances to the TS along
FALTS field lines, the angular departure from the more az-
imuthal Parker spiral is only ∼ 10◦.
Figure 3 shows that the field lines in FALTS provide very
direct connections to the TS. FALTS then provide energetic
particles ready access into the inner heliosphere.
Fig. 3. The distance along a field line to the TS at 35◦ latitude. The
curves shown are for different values of the parameter ωθ , which
characterizes the angular rate in latitude of footpoint motion on the
Sun. Values for all other parameters in equation are unchanged
from Fig. 2. The solid curve with ωθ = 0 represents the standard
Parker spiral. A value of ωθ = 0.15⊙ is of the order of magnitude
of differential rotation. The figure shows that even slow footpoint
motions on the Sun lead to field lines in the interaction band that
provide much more direct connections to the TS than the Parker
spiral. If the Voyager 1 spacecraft crossed these FALTS field lines
near the TS, it would observe anomalously high intensities of en-
ergetic particles. Thus, the FALTS field lines provide one potential
explanation for recent Voyager 1 observations.
4 Conclusions
We have outlined here newly emerging views concerning
the global magnetic configuration of the heliosphere and the
reversal of the heliospheric magnetic field, which may be
driven largely by coronal mass ejections.
These new concepts for the global structure and reversal
of the heliospheric magnetic field may require new models
for the propagation of energetic particles and cosmic rays.
FALTS provide ready access for energetic particles to the in-
ner heliosphere. The CME model for the heliospheric mag-
netic field reversal provides an inherent link between the re-
lease of CMEs and the global evolution of the heliospheric
magnetic field.
A goal of International Heliophysical Year activities is to
understand the detailed links between magnetic field evolu-
tion, cosmic ray evolution and energetic particle evolution
in different regimes in the heliosphere. Here, we have illus-
trated the implications of open magnetic flux conservation,
causing an inherent connection between the footpoint mo-
tions back at the Sun, the global structure of solar wind, the
release of coronal mass ejections and the global structure and
evolution of the heliospheric magnetic field. An important
next step is to build these effects into global energetic particle
and cosmic ray models of the heliosphere. The magnetic field
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models we have outlined provide an interconnected view of
solar and heliospheric evolution.
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